Commencement Extreme Inclement Weather Plan

Plan A – Weather is great

Commencement will be at 9 a.m. at Marv Kay Stadium on Campbell Football Field. Students will line up in Steinhauer, which is where graduates will check in. Line-up for graduates will begin at 8 a.m. in Steinhauer. You can begin check-in at 7:40 a.m. You MUST be in line no later than 8:40 a.m. or you cannot walk in the ceremony.

Plan B – Weather is terrible (lightening, pouring rain, extreme cold temperatures)

The team that puts on commencement will make the call on Thursday, May 10th. You will hear nothing if weather is great and we will proceed with Plan A. If weather is deemed extreme and unsafe or unsuitable for an outdoor ceremony, we will go to Plan B, we will be running three ceremonies in Lockridge by college. Line-up for graduates will move to Lockridge practice gym on the second floor. Notification if we change to Plan B will be via website and Mines Emergency Alert System.

9:00 a.m. Ceremony: COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES
CECS Students: Check in begins at 7:30 a.m. and gym opens for guest seating at 8 a.m. 8:30 a.m. all students must be in line, Processional begins at 8:45 a.m.

- Applied Mathematics and Statistics
- Mathematical and Computer Science
- Civil Engineering
- Engineering, Civil Specialty
- Environmental Engineering
- Engineering, Environmental Specialty
- Electrical Engineering
- Engineering, Electrical Specialty
- Mathematical and Computer Science
- Mechanical Engineering
- Computer Science
- Engineering, Mechanical Specialty

1:00 p.m. Ceremony: COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
CASE Students: Check-in beings at 11:30 a.m. and gym opens for guest seating at 12 p.m. 12:30 p.m. all students must be in line, Processional begins at 12:45 p.m.

- Metallurgical and Material Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemical and Biological Engineering
- Chemistry
- Engineering Physics

5:00 p.m. Ceremony: COLLEGE OF EARTH RESOURCE SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING
CERSE students: Check –in beings at 3:30 p.m. and gym opens for guest seating at 4 p.m. 4:30 p.m. graduates must be lined up, Processional begins at 4:45 p.m.

- Mining Engineering
- Geological Engineering
- Petroleum Engineering
- Geophysical Engineering
- Economics